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Experimental and analytical woks carried out to investigate the flexural behaviour of High Performance Concrete (HPC)
beams are explained in this paper. Reinforced concrete (RC) beams are cast with conventional concrete (CC), HPC with
conventional aggregates (HPCF and HPCS) and HPC with steel slag aggregate (HPC7F and HPC7S). The load deflection
characteristics, mode of failure, ductility and stiffness characteristics are investigated experimentally. An analytical model is
developed, using ANSYS software and the results are compared with those of experimental results. All HPC beams with steel
slag aggregate show better performance than conventional concrete beams. It is observed that there is no significant difference
between experimental and analytical results.
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Introduction

High Peformance Concrete
High performance concrete is understood as that

which improves its performance against different
properties with respect to conventional concrete. For
this the researchers incorporate in their dosage additives
that provide it with characteristics that differentiate it
from the rest of concretes. These improvements are
mainly, in the hardened state, the increase of the
compressive, flexural and tensile strength, as well as
greater durability and ductility of the element executed;
when fresh, the material has better workability with the
consequent improvement and ease of implementation.
The development of this material began in the 90s,
although it took two decades for the scientific
community to show the advantages of this type of
material Concrete is a composite material formed from
binder (cement), aggregates (gravel, sand), water and
possibly additions. Water plays a dual role of hydration
and workability of the mixture. When concrete is
exposed to high temperature, it undergoes various
physicochemical transformations. 

Cement is a hydraulic binder, a mineral that mixes
with water and solidifies as a result of chemical
reactions and hydration processes. This process leads to
the formation of calcium hydrosilicate (C-S-H), ettringite
(Ca6Al2(SO4)3(OH)12·26(H2O)), port landite Ca(OH)2.

C-S-H gives hydrated cement its strength. These
mineral compounds produce a lower percentage of CH
compared to ordinary Portland cement. The pozzolanic
reaction of these mineral compounds involves
consumption only and not CH production. CH
consumption improves the life of the cement paste and,
therefore, improves the quality of the concrete when
the mineral mixture is applied in optimal proportions.

Steel Slag Aggegate (SS)
Slag is a material as old as man-made steel. From

350 BC, the philosopher Aristotle mentions the use of
slag as by-product of iron treatment, for wound
healing. However, after the beginning of the twentieth
century, with the modern processing of iron and steel,
the commercial use of slag was made acceptable on a
larger scale. Environmental awareness issues and more
recently, the concept of sustainable development and
need recovery of by-products for economic and
environmental reasons has led to the rapid development
of its exploitation. The steelworks constantly study the
properties of the slag and, if necessary, modify it steel
production process and the subsequent processing of
slag, so that the final product meets specific
requirements and regulations. So, in recent years slags
are used both as aggregates and as mortars in
construction sector, but also as fertilizers. The use of
slags from the production of stainless steels as
aggregates in the manufacture of concrete could be
very interesting. This new recovery route would
achieve a dual objective: the preservation of natural
aggregate resources and the assurance of regular and
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lasting recovery. The slag aggregates resulting from the
development of the stainless steels studied have a
higher density than that of silica-lime aggregates. The
water absorption coefficient of slag aggregates from the
production of stainless steels is found to be slightly
higher than that of natural aggregates.

Literature Review
With the replacement of the coarse or fine aggregate

by 100% stainless steel aggregate (SSA), the compressive
strength was found to be higher than that of
conventional crushed stone aggregate concrete [1].
EAF slag aggregate (SA) 0% and 100% was used as
the overall alternative in concrete. With EAF SA, it
was found that Concrete unit weight increased. But the
compressive strength of both was found to be is similar
[2]. The effect of aggregates on the corrosion
performance of steel reinforcement in concrete was
examined and the results of concrete were compared
with 100% lime and 100% SS. By using SSA, the split
tensile strength of concrete was found to be increase.
[3].

SS cement concrete has been reported to have better
physical properties and durability than crushed lime
concrete [4]. The compressive strength of concrete
composites with SS is higher compared to laterite [5].
The authors concluded that SS could be used as a
concrete aggregate, and that this contributes to the
proper management of this type of waste and overall
protection from nature [6]. The authors suggest that SS
may be used as a concrete aggregate in reinforced
concrete structures [7]. The use of EAF SA as an
alternative to 0, 10, 50 and 100% coarse aggregates in
concrete was studied. After 28 days of curing, the
concrete samples were exposed to a sulphate solution.
All concrete mixes had minimal modifications,
demonstrating that EAF SA resists sulphate aggression
similar to concrete with granite aggregate [8]. The
authors explored the effects of EAF and stable argon
oxygen decarburization (AOD) steel as a total
alternative in concrete. Replacement with partial and
full virgin coarse EAF and AOD slag increased
dynamic modulus [9]. The authors explored SFS
aggregates (from 10 to 100% range) by changing the
weight of fine, intermediate and coarse limestone’s in
concrete. The compressive strength and SFS content
was found to have linear relationship [10]. There are
several kinds of slag obtained after the different

processes of steel-making (blast furnace slag, basic
oxygen furnace slag, electric arc furnace slag) with
different characteristics [11]. The mineral fillers in
crushed sandstone sand and silica fume increased the
flexural stiffness of HPRC beams and resulted in
adequate safety factors against flexural failure [12].
The authors said after required aging of SS, it can be
used to integrate aggregate of concrete with chemical
and mineral compounds to produce the best quality
concrete.

Objective of the work
It is evident from the literatures that the SS aggregate

can be used to make concrete, which improves its
properties and leads to environmental benefits. But the
literatures about Flexural Behaviour of HPC Beams
with SS Aggregate are found very rare. Hence an
attempt is made to investigate the Flexural Behaviour
of HPC Beams with SS Aggregate and the results are
presented in this paper. The outcome of this work will
be helpful to understand Flexural Behaviour of HPC
Beams with SS Aggregate and will encourage wider
use of SS in construction. 

Materials and Methods

Materials
Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) (Grade 53) is used

for testing. The physical and mechanical properties of
the cement were tested according to IS: 4031-1988 and
found to comply with the requirements of IS 12269-
1987. The test uses Standard Zone II river sand (RS),
20 mm low-grade hard blue granite (HPG) aggregates
of the Cauvery River Basin, Karur [13]. The physical
and mechanical properties of the coarse aggregate and
fine aggregate were determined according to IS 2386-
1963 and confirmed with IS 383-1970. Class F Fly ash
(FA) (Specific gravity 2.15) was obtained from Mettur
Thermal power station confirms to IS 3812:2003, and
silica fume (SF) (Specific gravity 2.25), obtained from
M/s. ELKEM, Mumbai, confirms to IS 15388:2003.
The above two are used as admixture minerals. A super
plasticizer (SP) based on sulfonated naphthalene that
confirms IS 9103-1999 is used as a chemical compound.
SS Total (SSA) is manufactured by Coimbatore Steels
Pvt. Ltd.; the main characteristics of the aggregates are
given in Table 1.

Tap water available in the laboratory in accordance

Table 1. Important properties of aggregates.

Aggregate 
Type

Specific 
gravity

Fineness 
Modulus

Water 
absorption

Unit weight
Crushing 

Value
Impact 
value

Abrasion 
value

HBG 2.71 7.06 0.40% 1719 kg/m3 26% 25% 23%

SSA 2.89 6.64 1.90% 1611 kg/m3 27% 23% 29%

RS 2.64 2.67 1.00% 1669 kg/m3
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with the requirements of IS: 456-2000 is used for
mixing concrete and curing samples. Mix proportions
are arrived as per ACI 211.4R-93, to obtain M60 grade
concrete. Water cement ratio (W/C) and the cement
content (C) are kept constant as 0.32 and 584 kg/m3

respectively for all mixes after extensive trials. Class F
fly ash and silica fume are used as mineral admixtures
at 25% and 10% of weight of cement respectively.
Super plasticizer is used as chemical admixture at 2%
of weight of cement as per IS 456-2000 to obtain
required workability of concrete [14]. From literature it
is observed that SS aggregates must be allowed to
aging, before it is used in concrete as aggregates.
According to Veerapathran & Murthi (2014), SS
aggregates after 42 months of air aging [15] are used in
the HPC mixes by fully replacing the HBG natural
coarse aggregates to study the Flexural Behaviour of
HPC Beams with SS Aggregate. Two fractions of
coarse aggregates are used to obtain better grading.
Fraction1-passing through 20mm and retained on 10
mm (F1), and fraction2-passing through 10mm and
retained on 4.75m (F2) are used in this study. The
aggregate types HBG and SSA are composed of 60%
of fraction1 and 40% of fraction2 particles. The mix
proportions considered are presented in Table 2.

Methods

Preparartion of beams

The Reinforced Concrete beams (RC beams) are
designed as low reinforcement and have 2 bars with a
diameter of 12 mm as the main reinforcement on the
tension face and 2 bars with a diameter of 10 mm. Two
feet 6 mm diameter strips are provided throughout the
area at 100 mm intervals. The reinforcement profile of
the beams tested for flexibility. The wooden mould is
used for casting the beams. Mixed concrete is placed
uniformly inside the mould and vibrated satisfactorily
using needle vibrator. Beam specimens of size 100 ×
200 × 2000 mm are cast with conventional concrete
(CC), HPC made with conventional aggregates (HPCF
and HPCS) and HPC made with SS aggregates after
optimum aging period (HPC7F and HPC7S). After

vibrating the entire concrete, the excess concrete at the
top of the mould is struck off with a wooden straight
edge and it is smoothly finished by trowelling. To find
out the compressive strength of mixes, companion
concrete cubes are also casted and tested as per IS516-
1959 [28], along with beams. DE moulding is done
after 24 hours and then covered with wet sacking to
ensure proper curing. Prior to testing each beam is
white washed to facilitate the observation of cracks
during flexural testing.

Testing of beams

R.C beams are tested after 28 days, in the loading
frame of capacity 1000 kN. The test specimens are
placed in a simply supported condition and tested in
loading frame under monotonic load only. All beam
models are subjected to two-point loading and loads
applied in increments of 5 kN. Dial gauges with a
minimum of 0.01 mm are used to record the vertical
deflection (Def) of the beam. They are placed on stands
fitted with magnetic bases [16, 17]. Loaded with a 30-
ton hydraulic jack, the load applied is measured using a
ring with a capacity of 30 tons. All beams are loaded
until they reach their full flexibility.

The nature of the beam is meticulously observed
from beginning to end, until its collapse. Def’s are
measured at the mid-section for every load increment.
The load and Def at first crack is also noted. Crack
patterns are marked with each load increase. Beams
cannot be loaded until actual configuration failure due
to exorbitant Def. In the final stage of loading, even if
the hydraulic jack is activated, the load level does not
increase. Although no structural failure occurs,
functional failure certainly occurs at load, which is the
ultimate load (UL). 

The load Def characteristics, mode of failure, ductility
and stiffness characteristics are studied in detail.
Flexural behaviour of beams are analysed with
simulations of the beams under static load conditions
using finite element package ANSYS. Load carrying
capacity and Def’s at mid span corresponding to the UL
are compared with the experimental results for all types
of beams.

Table 2. Mix proportions.

Sl.No.
Mix 

designation
W/C

Materials (kg/m3)

C FA SF RS
HBG SSA

Water SP
F1 F2 F1 F2

1 CC 0.32 584 - 596 687 458 - - 187 -

2 HPCF 0.32 438 146 596 687 458 - - 187 11.7

3 HPCS 0.32 526 58 596 687 458 - - 187 11.7

4 HPC7F 0.32 438 146 596 - - 716 478 187 11.7

5 HPC7S 0.32 526 58 596 - - 716 478 187 11.7
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Results and Discussion

Load-Deflection characteristics of HPC beams
During the initial stage of mounting during the test

the hair fracture develops in the lower part of the beam
and as the loading continues, the crack expands and
extends towards the neutral axis. The failure of all the
beams tested occurs as a result of tension reinforcement,
which then crushes the concrete in compression zone
with ample caution before crash. Based on the test
results, it can be seen that a significant increase in
strength is felt at all load conditions with the addition
of SS aggregates and mineral compounds such as fly
ash and silica fume [18, 19]. The cracking pattern of
the beam specimens after the flexibility test is shown in
Fig. 1.

The first crack load (CL), yield load (YL), ultimate
load (UL) and the corresponding mid span deflection

(Def) values of tested beams along with compressive
strength of companion cubes are presented in Table 3.
The UL carrying capacity of HPC beams is found to be
increasing when SS aggregates are used to replace the
natural coarse aggregates [20, 21]. An increase in UL
capacity and corresponding Def in all the HPC beams
(except HPCF) is observed when compared to control
beam (CC). The control beam showed a sudden failure
after the YL. The first CL of control beam is lesser
than that of all HPC beams.

The YL of HPC beams are increased when SSA is
added. From the results a gain of about 30% in the first
CL, 24% in the YL and 16% in the UL for HPC7F
beam is observed. Similarly a gain of about 50% in the
first CL, 36% in the YL and 27% in the UL for HPC7S
beam is observed. The significant increase in the UL
may be due to the superior quality of SSA, better
interlocking of SSA and cement paste and incorporation

Fig. 1. Crack pattern of beam specimens after flexural test.

Table 3. Load-deflection values of HPC beams.

Beam 
Designation

First CL
(kN)

YL
(kN)

UL
(kN)

Def at YL
(mm)

Def at UL
(mm)

% increase 
in ultimate 

Def

Compressive 
Strength of 

Companion Cubes 
(MPa)

CC 40 55 74 5.2 10.6 - 66.78

HPCF 42 50 60 5.5 16.7 58 74.98

HPCS 54 65 90 5.0 19.1 80 76.90

HPC7F 52 68 86 4.1 21.7 104 78.50

HPC7S 60 75 94 3.9 25.9 144 82.40

Fig. 2. Comparison of yield and ULs of CC and HPC beams.
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of fly ash/silica fume. From the compressive strength
of companion cubes, it is clear that the quality of
concrete is improved when the SSA and fly ash/silica
fume are added into concrete. Hence more energy is
required to propagate the crack path which results in
increased load carrying capacity of beams. The
comparison of YL and UL of beams made with CC

and HPC mixes are given in Fig. 2. 
The load versus Def (at mid span) plots for the tested

beams obtained by experimental and ANSYS analysis
are presented from Fig. 3 to Fig. 7. From these Figures
it is observed that there is no significant difference
between experimental and analytical results. The test
result shows that the Def at UL increases when SSA is
added [22].

An increase of about 104% in the ultimate Def of
HPC7F beam is observed, when compared to control
beam. Similarly an increase of about 144% in the
ultimate Def of HPC7S beam is observed, when
compared to control beam. Also, a decrease in Def at
yield stage of about 21% is observed for HPC7F beam.
Similarly a decrease in Def at yield stage of about 25%
is observed for HPC7S beam.

Ductility of HPC beams
The ductility of reinforced concrete structures is very

important because any member must withstand large
Defs when carrying maximum loads and provide
adequate caution before failure. It is measured by the
ductility factor (ρ). It is the ratio of rotation (ω) or
curvatures (ψ) or deflection (δ) is expressed for the
failure of the property associated with the yield [23-

Fig. 3. Load deflection plot of CC beam.

Fig. 4. Load deflection plot of HPCF beam.

Fig. 5. Load deflection plot of HPCS beam.

Fig. 6. Load deflection plot of HPC7F beam.

Fig. 7. Load deflection plot of HPC7S beam.
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25]. In this study, displacement ductility is explored,
which is the final rate of yield Def and is calculated as
shown in equation 1. Any kind of brittle failure should
be avoided as it limits the alarm time. If the structure
has flexible behaviour, it will experience large Def’s
when holding ULs. 

In general, a higher ductility rate indicates that a
configuration member can make large Def’s before
failure. The increase in deformations with the load
decreases after reaching its maximum value is ignored
during the test. Therefore in all calculations, deformations
in UL are considered. Table 4 lists the values of
displacement ductility [32-34].

Displacement ductility, ρδ = ∆u / ∆y  (1)

Where, Δu = deflection at UL
Δy = deflection at YL

Test results show that the presence of SS aggregates
and admixtures in concrete influences the ductility.
Compared to control beam, the ductility ratio is
increased by 1.49 times for HPCF beam, 1.87 times for
HPCS beam, 2.57 times for HPC7F beam and 3.25
times for HPC7S beam. This significant increase in
ductility shows that SS aggregates and mineral
admixtures have greater impact in the ductility
behaviour of beams [26, 27].

It is fund that SS aggregate improves the ductility of
HPC beams (HPC7F and HPC7S) compared to control
beam and HPC beams with natural aggregates (HPCF
and HPCS). The parameters responsible to the good
ductility of the HPC beams (with SS aggregate, i.e.
HPC7F and HPC7S) are the superior properties of the
SS aggregate and the good bond between rough
surfaced SS aggregate and paste [29, 30]. The energy

absorbed is equal to the area under load Def curve.
From Fig. 3 to Fig. 7 it can be realized that the energy
absorption capacity of HPC beams are more when
compared to the CC [31]. This significant increase in
energy absorption capacity of HPC beams shows that
SS aggregates and mineral admixtures improve the
energy absorption capacity of HPC beams.

Stiffness of HPC beams
The ratio between UL and corresponding Def is

calculated as stiffness of the beam specimens. The
variation of stiffness with respect to control beam is
shown in Table 5. It is observed that the stiffness of
control beam is higher which shows a reduced ductility.
When the SS aggregates and mineral admixtures are
incorporated in the concrete, the stiffness of the HPC
beams are reduced which results in the higher ductility
of HPC beams [35, 36].

Comparison of Experimental results and ANSYS
results

Figure 8 shows the ANSYS model of beam before
loading. Figure 9 to Fig. 13 shows the Def pattern of

Table 4. Ductility of HPC beams.

Beam Designation Def at YL, Δy (mm) Def at UL, Δu (mm)
Displacement ductility,

ρδ = ∆u / ∆y
Ductility ratio

CC 5.2 10.6 2.04 1

HPCF 5.5 16.7 3.04 1.49

HPCS 5.0 19.1 3.82 1.87

HPC7F 4.1 21.7 5.24 2.57

HPC7S 3.9 25.9 6.64 3.25

Table 5. Stiffness of HPC beams.

Beam Designation UL (kN) Def at UL (mm) Stiffness (kN/mm)
% decrease from 

control beam

CC 74 10.6 6.98 -

HPCF 60 16.7 3.60 48

HPCS 90 19.1 4.71 33

HPC7F 86 21.7 3.96 43

HPC7S 94 25.9 3.63 48

Fig. 8. ANSYS model of beam.
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the beams CC, HPCF, HPCS, HPC7F and HPC7S
respectively. 

The various colours in the Figures indicate the range
of Def at various points. Table 6 shows a comparison
between results obtained from experimental investigation
and ANSYS analysis on flexural behaviour of CC and
HPC beams. 

The difference in ULs obtained from experimental
investigation and ANSYS analysis ranges from 2.68%
to 4.57%. The difference in ultimate Def obtained from
experimental investigation and ANSYS analysis ranges
from 3.95% to 8.98%. From this table it is observed
that there is a minimum difference exists between the
experimental and analytical results are mainly due to
the laboratory conditions and the accuracy of the
equipment’s used for beam testing.

Conclusion

From the results, the following conclusions are
arrived.

1. All HPC beams (HPCF, HPC7F, HPCS and
HPC7S) show better performance than control beam
(CC). As UL capacity increases, the corresponding Def

in all the HPC beams is observed when compared with
CC.

Fig. 9. Deflection pattern of beam CC.

Fig. 10. Deflection pattern of beam HPCF.

Fig. 11. Deflection pattern of beam HPCS.

Fig. 12. Deflection pattern of beam HPC7F.

Fig. 13. Deflection pattern of beam HPC7S.

Table 6. Comparison of UL and mid span deflection of beams.

Beam 
Designation

UL (kN) Def at  UL  (mm)

Experimental ANSYS Difference % Experimental ANSYS Difference %

CC 74 70.975 4.09 10.6 10.146 4.28

HPCF 60 57.260 4.57 16.7 15.910 4.73

HPCS 90 87.095 3.23 19.1 17.384 8.98

HPC7F 82 79.74 2.76 21.7 20.034 7.68

HPC7S 94 91.480 2.68 25.9 24.878 3.95
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2. The control beam shows a sudden failure after the
YL. The first CL of CC beam is lesser than that of all
HPC beams. From the results a gain of about 30% in
the first CL, 24% in the YL and 16% in the UL for
HPC7F beam is observed.

3. Similarly a gain of about 50% in the first CL, 36%
in the YL and 27% in the UL for HPC7S beam is
observed. The significant UL increase may be due to
the superior quality of SSA, better interlocking of SSA,
and cement paste and incorporation of fly ash/silica
fume. Hence, more energy is required to propagate the
crack path which results in increased load carrying
capacity of beams. 

4. The ductility ratio increases by 1.49 times for
HPCF beam, 1.87 times for HPCS beam, 2.57 times
for HPC7F beam and 3.25 times for HPC7S beam,
while comparing with the control beam. This significant
increase in ductility shows that SS aggregates and
mineral admixtures play an important role in the
ductility behaviour of beams.

5. It is observed that the stiffness of control beam is
higher which shows a reduced ductility. When the SS
aggregates and mineral admixtures are incorporated in
the concrete, the stiffness of the HPC beams is reduced
which results in the higher ductility of HPC beams.

6. The difference in UL obtained from test and
ANSYS analysis, ranges from 2.68% to 4.57%. The
difference in ultimate Def obtained from experimental
investigation and ANSYS analysis ranges from 3.95%
to 8.98%. From this table it is observed that there is a
minimum difference exists between the experimental
and analytical results are mainly due to the laboratory
conditions and the accuracy of the equipment’s used
for beam testing.

7. Overall, the flexural behaviour of HPC beams
made with SS aggregate is found superior than the
flexural behaviour of beams of CC/HPC made with
Conventional aggregate.
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